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COCKTAILS
LIME TWIST COSMOPOLITAN		
Classic cocktail with a Thai twist. Lemongrass vodka, triple sec, cranberry, lime and ginger.

7.50

THAI G&T 		
7.50
Kaffir lime leaf and ginger infused London dry gin topped with chilled tonic water. All that’s missing
is the turquoise sea and a sun-lounger.
MANGO CHILLI MOSQUITO 		
Mojito-style cocktail with Mekhong rum, mango, pineapple, lime and a cheeky chilli sting in the tail.
Topped with ginger ale.

7.25

THAI SABAI 		
Mekhong rum and lime juice infused with Thai basil – you’ll find this cocktail in every bar from Bangkok
to Chiang Rai. Sabai is the Thai way of saying It’s all good and after a couple of these, it really is…

7.25

GIGGLING SHANDY		
Refreshing bubbles and spice and all things nice. Chang Beer with ginger and lime.

6.95

SPICY TIPPLER 		
Naughty but nice blend of Chase English Potato Vodka, pink grapefruit, lime leaf and a touch
of ginger spice.

6.95

HAMMOCK DAZE 		
Could be described as a Glassful of Tropical Paradise but we don’t do pretentious in Thailand!
Simply a delicious cocktail with Aluna coconut rum, coconut water, pineapple and lime.

7.25

MEKHONG RIVER RUSH 		
A colada with Mekhong (think a happy marriage of rum and whisky), coconut water, pineapple and lime.

6.95

SILKY PINK		
As easy on the eye as it is on the tongue. Our hit lychee martini is a mouth-watering mix of
Fair Quinoa Vodka, Kwai Feh lychee liqueur, peach and jasmine green tea.

7.50

COCONUT ESPRESSO MARTINI		
A decadent delight! Aluna Coconut Rum and FAIR Café liqueur shaken vigorously with cold brewed
espresso.

8.00

VIRGIN COCKTAILS
LYCHEE ANGEL		
Divinely virtuous! Lychee, peach and cold brewed jasmine green tea topped with soda.

4.95

STRAWBERRY COOLER 		
4.95
Such a great combination of flavours! A hint of strawberry sweetness, fresh mint and lime, and
lemonade bubbles.
VIRTUE MANGO & CHILLI MOCKTAIL 		
Fruity concoction of mango, pineapple, lime and chilli with a little hot zing of ginger ale.

4.95

SWEET JUNGLE COLADA 		
Fresh and so drinkable. Coconut water, pineapple, lime and mint.

4.95

GINGER HOTHEAD		
Thailand’s answer to ginger ale with a twist of lime leaf and pink grapefruit.

4.95

PROSECCO COCKTAILS
LYCHEE PROSECCO		

6.95

GOJI PROSECCO 		

6.95

AÇAI PROSECCO 		

6.95
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BUBBLES
		 125ML

BOTTLE

RIONDO PROSECCO FRIZZANTE SPAGO, Italy
Light, fresh and fruity fizz, the classic Italian aperitif.

5.95

29.50

PROSECCO ROSÉ, LA JARA, Veneto, Italy VE
Organic Rosé prosecco full of raspberry fruits and apple blossom scents
with lovely delicate bubbles. Enjoy as an aperitif or with our seafood dishes.

5.95

29.50

LESSINI DURELLO SPUMANTE, CASA DEFRA, Italy VE
Italian sparkler with citrus and gentle floral aromas. Excellent depth of flavours.
Be warned, a single glass may not be enough.

5.95

29.50

CHAMPAGNE BRUT ‘INSTINCT’ PREMIER CRU, LA CHAPELLE, France VE		49.95
Our special, posh champagne comes from Premier Cru vineyards. Full and
toasty and seriously drinkable.

ROSÉ
175ML

250ML

BOTTLE

GARNACHA ROSÉ, CASTILLO DE ENERIZ, Navarra, Spain VE
6.95
Fresh and bone dry with a delicate strawberry character. The grape
skins are left in the fermenting juice for less than two hours to create the
pale, pure colour, very much in the style of a Provence wine. Rosé is a
great choice if you’re ordering a number of different dishes. Especially
good with Sticky Chicken or Pad Thai.

9.50

25.50

PINOT GRIGIO ROSÉ, CARLO DAMIANI, Veneto, Italy VE
6.50
Pale salmon colour, dry with a hint of blossom and stone fruit on the
nose and palate. Perfect with any of our vegetarian dishes.

8.75

23.95

CALUSARI PINOT GRIGIO ROSÉ, Romania VE
5.95
This wine is the most beautiful pale pink colour. Dry and crisp with
subtle fruit tones, it’s light-bodied and very easy to drink!

8.25

21.95

VE - VEGAN
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WHITE
175ML

250ML

BOTTLE

RIESLING, BY WALT, Pfalz, Germany VE
7.50
Medium-bodied Riesling. An excellent all-rounder with soft and
honeyed hints of peach, apricot and a cheeky streak of lime acidity.
Partners happily with both fiery and gentler dishes.

9.75

27.95

‘V’ SAUVIGNON BLANC, Marlborough, NZ
7.25
They know how to make wine in New Zealand - better than Thailand! Full
on gooseberry and tropical characters, and a lick of fresh acidity to keep
you coming back for more. Lovely for balancing spices.

9.50

25.95

VIOGNIER VIEILLES VIGNES, MONT ROCHER, France
7.25
People ‘in the know’ seem to like this wine. Unoaked but full-bodied, with
a honeysuckle and peachy apricot aroma - fruity and dry at the same
time! Delicious with spicier chicken and fish dishes.

9.50

25.95

MISTICO, SAUVIGNON BLANC, AI GALERA, Portugal VE
6.25
Light, delicate and hugely drinkable made from two little known
varieties, Fernao Pires and Verdelho. Think Sauvignon Blanc, but more
delicate. Perfect for lightly spiced dishes such as Sticky Chicken and
Salt & Pepper Squid.

8.50

22.95

SOUTH AFRICAN WHITE BLEND, Western Cape
4.95
An artful mix of classic South African varieties chosen and blended
together. Packed with juicy life, this generous all-rounder works well
with simple and fiery dishes alike.

6.25

17.50

GEWÜRZTRAMINER, VILLA WOLF, Pfalz, Germany VE
7.95
Gewürztraminer translates as Spice or Perfumed Traminer and perfectly
complements Thai flavours from hot and spicy curries to light and fresh
salads. Think Turkish Delight, spice and lychee without being heavy or
ponderous. Great for Khwae River Curry and Thai Melting Beef.

9.95

29.50

VERDEJO, BARDOS, Rueda, Spain VE
7.95
If you’re bored of Sauvignon Blanc, try Spain’s most popular white wine!
Intense tropical aroma of citrus, cut grass and light balsamic and mineral
notes. Friendly and flexible, it works really well with most dishes.

9.95

29.50

PICPOUL DE PINET, ORNEZON, Languedoc, France
7.25
Picpoul comes from the oyster region of France and makes a wonderful
match with all things seafood, especially our signature Salt & Pepper Squid.
Light and full of lemony zest, think Pinot Grigio, but better!

9.50

25.95

CHARDONNAY, CASTILLO DE ENERIZ, Navarra, Spain VE
6.75
Brilliant lemon yellow with a tropical and stone fruits aroma. Fresh, dry
with a typical silky touch on the lengthy finish. Works best with subtle
heat such as Royal Fishing Boat Curry.

9.00

24.50

CATARRATTO, PALAZZO DEL MARE, Italy
5.25
Mid to full-bodied, with soft acidity and a delicate floral and citrus
character, this makes a lovely match for fish dishes such as Hake Feast
Bowl and Three Flavours Sea Bass.

6.95

18.95

PINOT GRIGIO TREBBIANO, BELLA MODELLA, Veneto, Italy VE 5.75
Light, crisp and zesty, an excellent aperitif or will pair well with lighter
salads, noodles and seafood dishes.

7.75

20.95

VE - VEGAN
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RED
175ML

250ML

BOTTLE

MALBEC, MONT ROCHER, Languedoc, France
7.25
Unoaked, and deep in colour with ripe plum, blackberries and cherries
on the nose. Rich and spicy with perfectly balanced tannins. Lovely with
Rising Star Red Duck Curry and other red meat dishes, but also great
with Sticky Chicken.

9.25

26.95

SHIRAZ CABERNET, ONE CHAIN VINEYARDS, South Australia VE 6.25
A classic Aussie blend. Lush black fruits, touches of oaky spice, liquorice
and cassis and a delicious, velvety finish. Goes well with everything!

8.50

24.95

CALUSARI PINOT NOIR, Romania VE
5.95
Romania has a history of winemaking dating back to the 1st Century AD.
This medium red has a juicy and velvety finish and is especially good
with red curries such as Salmon Paneang.

8.25

21.95

MERLOT, KINTU, Chile VE
5.75
Delicious and jammy. Soft, smooth, easy-drinking wine with juicy,
plummy Merlot fruit on the nose. No wonder it’s hugely popular.

7.25

20.95

SOUTH AFRICAN RED BLEND, Western Cape VE
4.95
A rich and heady blend of the Western Cape’s classical cultivars. Vegan,
slightly fruity and light on the tannins, this red partners well with both
spicy and milder dishes.

6.25

17.50

NERO D’AVOLA, PALAZZO DEL MARE, Italy
5.25
Gutsy, rich and full-bodied, this lovely red is full of earthy dark fruit,
herbs and Sicilian sunshine! Tannins clash with spice so pair this wine
with less fiery dishes. Delicious with Massaman curries.

6.95

18.95

RIOJA CRIANZA, PALACIO DEL CAMINO REAL, Spain VE
7.95
A real comfort wine, pleasurable, gentle on the tannins and easy to drink
with warm notes of ripe dark fruits, coffee and vanilla. Try with duck,
Massaman curry or Crying Beef.

9.50

28.95

NEROPASSO, ORIGINALE ROSSO, Italy VE
7.95
A powerful red with masses of cherry and blackcurrant fruit and
complex spicy and herbal notes. Perfect with our spicier dishes.

9.95

29.95

RESERVA, CASTILLO DE ENERIZ, Navarra, Spain VE
7.95
The blend is 40% each of Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot, with 20%
Tempranillo. Deep garnet red, smoky, toasty with red-berry fruit
aromas. Elegant, ripe and with a velvety tannin. Enjoy with rich, meaty
dishes such as Chubby Cheek Pork.

9.50

28.95

PRIMITIVO, ZENSA, Puglia, Italy VE
7.95
Zensa means without (nasties in this case). This wine is organic and free
from pesticides or fertilizers. Intense ruby-red, with a complex bouquet
of cherries, dried berries and toasted almonds. Best enjoyed with red
meat dishes.

9.95

29.95

VE - VEGAN
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SPIRITS
ADD A MIXER FOR 1.75
Choose from Coke, Diet Coke, soda, skinny tonic water, Indian tonic water,
pomegranate & basil, double lemon and ginger ale.

GIN AND TONIC
			25ML
ROKU GIN, 43% 		4.25
Perfectly balanced, sweet and mildly spicy craft gin made from six uniquely Japanese botanicals.
Harvested using the traditional ‘Shun’ method.
CHASE GB GIN, 40% 		
Award-winning London dry gin crafted with ten botanicals to make it smooth, extra dry and
bursting with the flavours of juniper, citrus and sweet spices. And it’s gluten free.

4.25

KOKORO GIN, 40%		
Fresh Sansho berries enhance the flavour of this London dry gin. Warm and peppery on its own
or add a tonic to lift its citrus notes.

4.50

CHASE PINK GRAPEFRUIT & POMELO GIN, 40%		
5.50
Delicious and Gluten Free! This refreshing dry gin is distilled with pink grapefruit and pomelo
peels, then macerated in fresh fruit to gain its lovely pink hue and distinctively zesty citrus flavours.
SAKURAO GIN, 47%		
Sakurao, meaning Cherry Blossom, is an exceptional dry gin made using traditional Japanese
botanicals. Crisp juniper, a little black pepper, jammy citrus, finishing on a coriander zestiness.

6.50

NON-ALCOHOLIC SEEDLIP GARDEN 108		
‘What to drink when you’re not drinking!’ A floral blend of peas and homegrown hay.

3.50

VODKA
			25ML

HAKU VODKA		
4.50
Distilled from 100% Japanese rice and filtered through bamboo charcoal to create an unparalleled
soft and subtly sweet taste.
CHASE ENGLISH POTATO VODKA 		
Created entirely from field to bottle on a Herefordshire family farm, this uniquely smooth and
creamy vodka is perfect for a martini. Awarded World’s Best Tasting Vodka and Double Gold at
the San Francisco World Spirit Awards. Gluten Free.

4.50

BLACK COW VODKA		
Traded as the world’s smoothest vodka! Pure milk vodka may not sound delicious but it truly is.

5.00

FAIR QUINOA VODKA 		5.25
Fairtrade premium vodka made with quinoa as its base grain. Delicately sweet and dangerously
drinkable.
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S I G N AT U R E W H I S K Y S E L E C T I O N
			25ML
JACK DANIELS 		
Needs no introduction but did you know it’s dripped through ten feet of firmly packed charcoal
before going into charred oak barrels for maturing?

3.75

TOKI WHISKY		
Tradition meets innovation with this sweet, full-bodied blend of malt and grain whiskies from the
House of Suntory. Combining Hakushu, Yamazaki and Chita, it invites people to discover oldmeets-new Japan.

4.50

HIGHLAND PARK 12 		
From one of Scotland’s oldest distilleries, a beautifully balanced Scotch with aromatic smokiness,
sweet heather honey and rich fruitcake flavours.

5.50

LAPHROAIG 10 		6.00
In Gaelic Laphroaig means ‘beautiful hollow by the broad bay’ and this Single Malt Scotch is every
bit as stunning as the place it comes from, boasting one of the richest flavours of any spirit.
SUNTORY YAMAZAKI DISTILLER’S RESERVE 		6.50
We are delighted to have got our hands on this fabulous whisky from Yamazaki - Japan’s oldest
whisky distillery. Matured in a unique variety of European, American and Japanese Mizunara oak
barrels for a soft fruit, vanilla and toffee-apple flavour.
NIKKA MIYAGIKYO		
Japanese Single Malt with a lively palate of malted barley, warm spice and chocolatey tones,
rounded off by tropical notes of coconut and lychee.

7.00

SPIRITS
			25ML
ALUNA COCONUT RUM 		
Blend of Guatemalan and Caribbean rums alongside toasted coconut - not only tastes delightful
but has a low sugar content compared to similar spirits!

4.00

BACARDI			4.00
Famous rum, been around since 1862.
MEKHONG 		4.00
Thai spiced spirit. Enjoy with soda or coke.
MARTELL ***VS COGNAC 		
A bright, young cognac, smooth, fruity and sweet.

4.50

DISARONNO AMARETTO		
Sweet, amber-coloured almond liqueur.

3.50

SAMBUCA 		3.50
Italian, anise-flavoured liqueur.
BAILEYS
Irish Whiskey and cream liqueur.

(50ml)

5.00

KWAI FEH LYCHEE LIQUEUR 		
A uniquely oriental flavour, the pure essence of fresh lychee captured in a light, sweet, naturaltasting liqueur. Perfect as a cocktail or after dinner drink.

3.50

FAIR GOJI BERRY LIQUEUR		
Fairtrade liqueur made from Goji Berries, the Himalayan superfood!

3.50

FAIR AÇAI LIQUEUR		
Made with Fairtrade berries and organic sugar. Fruity with slight bitterness.

3.50
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BEER & CIDER
CHANG 5% ABV		
A favourite Thai beer and the perfect companion to all things nice and spicy.
CHANG LARGE 5% ABV
As above. Just bigger.

3.95

		
(620ml) 7.25

SINGHA 5% ABV 		
A beer made for spicy dishes!

3.95

LEO 5% ABV 		
Quench your thirst with Thailand’s best selling delicious beast of a beer.

3.95

COBRA 4.5% ABV		
Exceptionally smooth, this lager is the perfect companion to any dish, especially those with spicy,
complex flavours.

3.95

ASPALL SUFFOLK DRAUGHT CYDER 5.5% ABV 		
Crafted by a family obsessed with good quality ingredients.

4.75

KWAI THAI ALE 5% ABV		
After an extensive search for a refreshing pale ale to complement our food, we finally found the one!
Expect bright scents of pine needles and light citrus, a refreshing carbonation level, and a light to
medium bitterness.

5.50

$UMO AMERICAN PALE ALE ( TROPICAL + HAZY) 4.7% ABV		
This lush vegan beer is a combo of tropical fruit, dank herbs and balanced bitterness.

4.95

(440ml)

NON-ALCOHOLIC BITBURGER		
The alcohol is removed once the beer is fully matured which locks in the flavour and reduces the calories!

3.95

SOFT DRINKS
ORGANIC PINK COCONUT WATER 		
I’ve been looking for the pure, fresh coconut water I grew up with in Thailand and I’ve finally found
it! Naturally pink and sweet, no added nasties and so nutritious.

3.95

ORGANIC LUSCOMBE APPLE JUICE 		
Organic apples and no added sugar.

2.95

FRESH ORANGE JUICE 		

2.95

GINGER BEER

		
2.95

CRANBERRY JUICE 		

2.95

LUSCOMBE BUBBLY ELDERFLOWER 		

2.95

CLOUDY LEMONADE 		

2.95

MANGO PASSION 		

3.95

DOUBLE LEMON 		

2.95

STILL / SPARKLING MINERAL WATER

(330ml)

2.60 /

COKE / COKE ZERO / DIET COKE		

(750ml)

3.60
2.95
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TEA
FRESH MINT 		
JASMINE

2.50

		
2.50

ENGLISH BREAKFAST 		

2.50

ORGANIC SENCHA GREEN 		

2.95

HARMONY TEA 		
Soothing, balancing & restorative.

2.95

FLORA “FLOWERING” TEA		
Handmade lotus flower and jasmine green tea.

3.50

COFFEE
AMERICANO 		
CAFFÉ LATTE

2.50

		
3.25

CAPPUCCINO 		

3.25

SINGLE ESPRESSO 		

2.50

DOUBLE ESPRESSO 		

3.25

LIQUEUR COFFEE
IRISH COFFEE 		
BAILEYS COFFEE

5.95

		
5.95

BRANDY COFFEE 		

5.95

CALYPSO COFFEE		

5.95

PB1

